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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the role of structural dynamical effects on reactivity properties of
selected Michael acceptors. To this aim, quantum molecular dynamics simulations were
performed. Conceptual density functional theory descriptors were then evaluated on selected
snapshots, providing statistical indicators suitable to assess the discrepancies between static and
dynamical approaches. The implications of these results for building a predictive model
correlated to Mayr’s electrophilicity index are then discussed, paving the way towards a more
realistic account of experimental results.
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1. Introduction
Conceptual density functional theory (CDFT) [1–4] and the respective chemical reactivity indices
that it generates were shown successful in the prediction and characterization of empirical and
theoretical concepts, such as electrophilicity [5–9], nucleophilicity [10–12], gas-phase basicities
[13], Woodward-Hoffmann rule’s [14], σ-holes [15,16], trans-effect [17,18], and covering all
research fields ranging from organic to inorganic chemistries. In particular, they provide an
efficient prediction of the feasibility of a chemical reaction based only on the reactants
physicochemical properties. In the case of electrophilicity and nucleophilicity, these theoretical
descriptors can be confronted to the corresponding experimental parameters defining the popular
Mayr’s scales [19-21].
Noteworthy, these scales are widely used by experts in organic synthesis for a quick assessment
of the outcome of a reaction between known compounds. Indeed, a reliable rule of thumb is that
the reaction of a nucleophile and an electrophile will be quantitative if the sum of their Mayr’s
parameters is higher than -5. Currently, there are 1456 available experimental parameters for
reagents such as diverse as carbocations, aldehydes, ketones, imines, alkenes, ylides, aliphatic
amines…, thus covering most of the usual arsenal used in organic synthesis.
It currently remains a theoretical challenge to predict these experimental parameters (based on
kinetic measurements) for any type of molecule. Certainly, such a predicting tool would be
highly valuable for organic chemists dealing with compounds for which experimental parameters
have not been yet determined, and even for biologists, for example in the assessment of toxicity
of molecules [22]. Besides this predictive power, such a model could also convey chemical
rationalization, which could help improving the current reagents by a well-targeted in silico
strategy.
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In a preceding study [23], we developed a model able of categorizing the electrophilicity
reactivity of α-β-unsaturated compounds, which epitomize Michael acceptors, a family of
chemical reagents instrumental in the formation of carbon-carbon bonds and ubiquituous in
organic synthesis. This model, as almost all of related works (see also reference 24), was based
on a static approach of chemical reactivity, and failed at providing a quantitative model with
respect to experimental data, a fact also underlined by Mayr in recent studies devoted to Michael
acceptors [25,26] and later extended to other reagents like ketones [27].
One may thus wonder whether this failure might be ascribable to the neglect of dynamical
features. Indeed, due to thermal agitation, the reactants inside a beaker are generally not frozen in
their most stable conformation. This structural breathing may in some cases lead to explore
geometries that can significantly differ from the optimized ones, and which would accordingly
exhibit significantly different reactivity behaviors.
From the best of our knowledge, the calculation of chemical reactivity descriptors extracted from
dynamical trajectories is extremely scarce, probably because static approaches often revealed
sufficient to correctly predict experimental results, as exemplified by the benzhylidrium
carbocations family for which many high linear correlations were reported and that has served as
a workhorse for electrophicility studies for a long time.
As a matter of fact, the predominant focus on rigid or hindered species of such type could
account for the prevalence of the static theoretical approach that is, furthermore, much less timeconsuming from a computational perspective. Nevertheless, we want to point out that the
dynamical behavior of chemical reactivity indices was seminally investigated by Liu [28] in gas
phase for few hydrated clustered cations or anions (like Ca2+(H2O)15 or Cl-(H2O)30), but with the
main focus not being organic chemical reactivity. Another important study is that presented as a
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poster by Oller and Vöhringer-Martinez during the QUITEL 2018 conference held in Santiago
(Chile), which reports a methodology based on molecular dynamics to define Boltzmann
weighted reactivity descriptors [29].
In the current work, molecular dynamics simulations in solution on selected Michael acceptors
were performed at a semi-empirical quantum chemical level of theory in order to follow the
evolution over time of some of the most relevant reactivity descriptors considered in our previous
paper [23], and to assess to what extent they differ from their static properties and may afford
hints on how to improve reactivity prediction by means of conceptual DFT.

2. Computational Details
All density functional theory calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 package [30].
Consistently with our previous study [23], molecular geometries were first optimized using the
meta-hybrid M06-2X exchange-correlation functional [31] in conjunction with the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set, with recommended ‘ultrafine’ integration grid. Solvent effects (dimethylsulfoxide,
DMSO) were taken into account by a polarizable continuum model (in the last implementation of
the integral equation formalism (IEFPCM) [32]) for all computations (static and dynamical
approaches).
These optimized structures were then used to start unbiased molecular dynamics simulations at
the quantum chemical semi-empirical PM6 level of theory [33] (within IEFPCM), which allows
long simulations at a low computational cost, in the NVT canonical ensemble. The time step for
propagation was set to 1 fs. The PM6 wavefunction was converged at any step (Born-
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Oppenheimer-type dynamics). The total simulation time was equal to 100 ps, ensuring
representative sampling. Temperature (T=298.15 K) was controlled by velocity scaling.
Structures were then extracted every 1 ps. The 20 first ones were considered to be part of the
equilibration process, while the 80 following ones were considered for data production. Indeed,
as shown in Graph S1 in the supplementary information file, temperature was found to be
properly converged after 20 ps for every simulation. Subsequent single point calculations at the
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory were carried out to evaluate the chosen conceptual DFT
reactivity descriptors.
These descriptors can be classified into two main classes: molecular (also known as “global”) and
atomic ones. Those belonging to the first category are here: three avatars of the electronic
chemical potential (µ, µ+, µ-), the molecular hardness η, softness S, and hyperhardness γ [34], the
electrophilicity index ω [35,36], and the electroaccepting power ω+. Atomic descriptors
considered here are: condensed electrophilic and nucleophilic Fukui functions f +, f -, and the dual
descriptor f (2) [37,38], supplemented by grand-canonical extensions (µ+f +, µ-f -, ωf +, Sf (2), ωf (2),
s(2), s+=S f +, s-=S f -). We refer the interested reader to our previous paper for the corresponding
mathematical definitions [23].
Besides, two main computational approaches can be implemented to evaluate these descriptors:
either finite difference linearization (FDL) or the Koopmans-like frozen molecular orbital (FMO)
scheme, which are not equivalent [39]. For each descriptor, both were here considered. Atomic
condensation was performed within the framework of Bader’s atoms-in-molecules theory
(QTAIM)[40,41] using Todd Keith’s AIMAll software [42].
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It is important to notice that two carbon atoms denoted Cα and Cβ (see Figure 1) may be
involved in the carbon-carbon bond formation process during a Michael addition, so that
condensation of the two atomic corresponding basins was performed. In ref. 23, we also defined
the total electrophilicity of the Cα=Cβ double bond, f (
electrophilicity of each atom, f (

) and f (

), by simply summing the

).

In total, for each molecule, 9 global descriptors and 22 condensed ones were evaluated at both the
FDL and FMO theory levels at each selected point along the dynamical trajectory.
Atomic units (a.u.) are used throughout the paper unless explicitly otherwise stated. Numerical
values corresponding to the statistical analysis of all descriptors are gathered in the
supplementary information file (Tables S1-S80). Experimental values were extracted from
Mayr’s online database [43].

3. Results and discussion
In order to investigate dynamical effects on chemical reactivity indices, we selected 11 molecules
(represented in Figure 1) out of our previous dataset [23] that consisted of 35 Michael acceptors.
Let us recall that we divided it into three subgroups: “good” Michael acceptors, “medium”, and
“low” ones. In order to be as representative as possible, we thus selected in the current paper
molecules stemming from each of these three representative families. Note that two molecules of
these sets are symmetric (compounds 1 and 8) at their energy minimum, a property that will not
be kept during the molecular dynamics at a given time. However, the time-averaged properties
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for the two carbons that are equivalent in the optimized structures were found, as expected,
almost equal at the end of the simulation.
In summary, this new working subset covers a range of experimental electrophilicity values from
-11.31 to -23.54, which is that of the known experimental one for Michael acceptors, with values
well distributed along it. To be more comprehensive, let us recall that the nucleophilic addition
on a Michael acceptor that features conjugated multiple bonds (for instance C=C and C=O as in
11, or C=C and C≡N as in 7) affords the formation of a bond between the nucleophile (often a
carbanion) and carbone Cβ of the acceptor (see Figure 1 for atom labeling).

As a first example for the analysis of variation of descriptors along a trajectory, we now
scrutinize the electrophilicity index (calculated using FDL) for N,N-dimethylprop-2-enamide
(molecule 11). Its values during the simulation are displayed in the left part of Figure 2. The
static value was found equal to 0.061 a.u. It can be compared to the average value (calculated on
the last 80 ps): 0.057 a.u., and to the median: 0.054 a.u. The obtained values spanned between
0.046 a.u. (min) and 0.077 a.u. (max), and the standard deviation is 0.009 a.u., so that the
coefficient of variation is equal to 16%. This last value is not at all negligible, showing that even
for a rigid molecule as 11, dynamical effects can be of importance. Interestingly, the average and
median values suggest that the molecule is actually less reactive than expected from the static
approach.
One may wonder if this is a general result for the FDL electrophilicity index. It is actually the
case for compound 10 (static value: 0.091, average: 0.075) and 3 (static: 0.122, average: 0.115).
Note that these two molecules show different behaviors: important discrepancies between the two
approaches for 10, small ones for 3. Conversely, the trend was found opposite for 2 (static value:
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0.079, average: 0.094) and 1 (static: 0.120, average: 0.124). It is also instructive to compare 10
and 2: the electrophilicity index is higher from the static point view for 10, while it is higher in 2
from the average side.
It is also instructive to compare values for FMO electrophilicity index values. At the static level,
the values are almost identical for compounds 2 and 10 (0.060 and 0.062, respectively), while the
average values considerably differ: 0.069 (molecule 2) with respect to 0.052 (10). This is in line
with the fact that Mayr’s electrophilicity is significantly higher for 2 than for 10 (-12.1 vs. -23.0).
All these preliminary results prove that considering a dynamical approach can invert reactivity
orders, and possibly significantly alter the reactivity hierarchy.
As a second example, we now have a look at an atomic descriptor, and more specifically at the
dual descriptor condensed on carbon Cβ for compound 10, namely (E)-4-phenylbut-3-en-2-one.
Let us recall that the dual descriptor allows for predicting if an atom is mainly electrophilic
(positive condensed value) or nucleophilic (negative condensed value). The time evolution of the
dual descriptor

( )

is represented in the right part of Figure 2. It appears that the static,

median and average values are all positive, but that the two first quantities differ a lot, since these
three values were found equal to 0.012, 0.057, 0.055, respectively.
Another salient feature is that there are several sign changes along the trajectory, the most
important one occurring around t = 55 ps. This means that the carbon atom then changes its
reactivity from electrophilic to nucleophilic. One then would have expected the average value to
be lower than the static one due to these negative contributions. This is actually not the case
because they are largely compensated by important positive values (see for instance the positive
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peak before t = 80 ps). As a consequence, this compound exhibits a very high coefficient of
variation value since it amounts to 84%.
All of these statistical quantities were evaluated for all molecules. By doing so, the average,
minimal, maximal, and median values become new reactivity descriptors that can be used to
predict Mayr’s experimental electrophilicity, denoted EMayr, for the subset of 11 Michael
acceptors. In fact, for a given descriptor, the dynamical values are generally not highly correlated
to the static ones, as shown in Tables S81-S88 in the supplementary information file that gather
selected correlation matrices. For instance, the coefficient of determination between the average
and the static

( )

values was found equal to 0.66. This implies that these dynamical

descriptors are true new descriptors.
A simple way for comparing their prediction ability with static ones is to compare their
coefficient of determination (for monolinear regressions) towards Mayr’s experimental
electrophilicity. To this aim, Figure 3 shows the
respect to the

values from dynamical simulations with

ones for all tested descriptors.

This analysis showed that for some descriptors, dynamics effects do not significantly modify the
correlation to the experimental value. This is for instance the case for μ
Indeed, for the electronic chemical potential, we found

= 0.74 and

,

and

.

= 0.72.

Likewise, all descriptors with very low R2 values (lower than 0.2) in the static case also exhibit
low R2 dynamical values.
On the contrary, we obtained important differences for some other reactivity descriptors. This is
notably the case for

,μ

and

the electrophilicity index, we got

, the corresponding points being circled in Figure 3. For
= 0.71 and
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= 0.42. These results indicate that

some descriptors that were not highly correlated to experimental electrophilicity in the static
approach can be now considered as promising tools for the global prediction. More generally, it
was found that

values are generally higher than static ones, corresponding to points

located in the blue area in Figure 3. Similar conclusions hold for the other statistical descriptors,
in particular the time-averaged values.
More precisely, the highest R2 values obtained using all static and dynamical values in
monolinear regression procedure was found with the median value of

, for which R2 is

equal to 0.77. If only static descriptors were retained, this highest R2 value dropped down to 0.55.
Henceforth, there is a little improvement, but it can be considered not sufficient to achieve
quantitative correlation. In fact, as discussed in our previous paper [23], at least two descriptors
should be used for correlation when the dataset is composed of very different molecules in order
to grasp the various possible reactivity behaviors (charge or orbital control, role of the two
carbons of the double bond in the chemical process…).
We then performed bilinear regression analysis. In order to only deal with consistent
combinations, only FDL (resp. FMO) descriptors were paired with another FDL (resp. FMO)
one. For the very same reasons, we only coupled statistical descriptors of the same kind: for
instance, an average value with another average value, excluding mixed combinations (an
average value with a maximal one, for example). Ten descriptor subsets were thus subjected to
bilinear regressions, defined by FMO static, FDL static, FMO average, FDL average, FMO
median, FDL median, FMO maximal, FDL maximal, FMO minimal, and finally FMO maximal
values. Table 1 collects the obtained models with the highest R2 values.
When using only static descriptors, the best models showed R2 of about 0.8. Noteworthy, such
values indicate a prediction capacity that is similar to the one we reported for the full dataset of
10

35 molecules of our previous paper [23] (this likeness also confirms that the current subset can be
considered as statistically representative of the whole one). The model with the highest R2 value
was the following one:
EMayr = -54.39 + 344.92 μ

+ 821.34

,

.

,

(1)

It is worth noticing that it involves only global descriptors, which is an advantage since it is
independent of any atomic partition and since its evaluation is more straightforward than
condensed values. Nevertheless, the R2 value remains rather low. One can then wonder if it can
be improved using statistical global descriptors. This is actually the case, involving other
descriptors:
EMayr = -42.99 - 169.60 μ

, " # $

- 55.35

,

, " # $

(2)

with R2 = 0.86. Substantial predictivity enhancement can thus be achieved only incorporating
condensed descriptors from the dynamical approach. The most promising models were actually
obtained using the medians (R2 = 0.93) according to:
EMayr = -14.04 - 42.46 %

,

(

) + 1836.84

(

,

).

(3)

and with the average values (R2 = 0.97) following:
EMayr = -14.58 - 44.84 %
Note that here

, " # $

(

) + 1996.99

refers to the median of the whole

, " # $

(& )

(

).

(4)

(& ) value distribution along

the trajectory (at times ti). It is not equal to the average value of ω multiplied by the average of
values.
Our last model (represented in Figure 4) is thus particularly appealing since its mean absolute
deviation with respect to Mayr’s experimental values is equal to 0.6 relative units, to be
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compared to 1.6 that was obtained with equation 1 from the static approach.. A striking feature of
equations 3 and 4 is that they involve properties related to carbon α and not to carbon β, while
the bond between nucleophile and electrophile occurs on carbon β. This is an important point we
already discussed in our previous paper [23]. Actually, if we restrained the bilinear regression to
Cβ descriptors, the best model corresponds to:

EMayr = -32.37 - 14,59

( )

,

'

((

) + 1053.59

,

'

((

),

(5)

with R2 = 0.84, featuring an obvious worsening of the model.
Obviously, bilinear models are relevant if they combine descriptors that are not highly correlated.
We thus computed the intercorrelation matrix gathering the R2 values between each pair of
descriptors entering equations 1-5. It corresponds to Table S88 in the supplementary information
file. It immediately appears that such descriptors cannot be considered correlated, so that those
involved in the bilinear models are really complementary.
Lastly, in order to roughly assess the reliability of such models, we considered a molecule that
was not included in the fitting set, namely fumaronitrile. Its Mayr’s electrophilicity is equal to 15.71, filling the missing gap between compounds 4 (EMayr = -16.76) and 3 (EMayr = -13.85). The
static values for %

(

) and

were found to be equal to 0.527 and 0.013, respectively, to

be compared to the corresponding time-averaged ones: 0.564 and 0.012. The use of equation 4
then predicted an electrophilicity equal to -15.31. The difference between this last value and the
experimental one is equal to 0.4, and it is thus lower than the mean absolute deviation calculated
on the 11 molecules used to build the model. This new result supports once more the promising
predictive power of dynamical reactivity descriptors.
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Finally, it should also be noticed that, unfortunately, such models are far from being easily
interpreted since it involves a competition between %

, " # $

(

) and

, " # $

that both

enter equation 4 with opposite signs. There are in fact cases where the sum of these two
contributions is positive and other ones for which it reveals negative. We believe that such facts
could not simply be accounted for without resorting to a detailed mechanistic study of these
reactions, which is outside the scope of this paper and that we will report in due course.

4. Conclusions
In this letter, we have shown that dynamical effects can trigger dramatic changes of reactivity
descriptor values with respect to those obtained from a static approach. We also gave evidence
that average and median statistical data gathered along a trajectory allows for a much better
prediction of Mayr’s electrophilicity parameters. It also paves the way toward the definition of
temperature-dependent reactivity indices (by choosing the appropriate thermostat temperature for
the molecular dynamics simulations), and therefore toward more realistic explanation of
experimental data. Besides, such a protocol is general and could be applied to other families than
Michael acceptors.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. View of the studied Michael acceptors. EWG stands for electron-withdrawing group.
Numbers refer to experimental electrophilicities as measured by the Mayr’s group (relative units).

Figure 2. Time (in ps) evolution of the electrophilicity index for molecule 11 (left part, atomic
units) and of Cβ condensed dual descriptor for molecule 10 (right part, atomic units), obtained by
single-point calculations at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory on snapshots from PM6
NVT molecular dynamics simulation.

Figure 3. Coefficients of determination (

) for monolinear regressions using median

values of each reactivity descriptor with respect to coefficients of determination (

) using

static values of the same descriptors.

Figure 4. Best bilinear model for the prediction of Mayr’s electrophilicity scale (relative units)
according to equation 4. The straight line represents perfect agreement with experimental data.
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TABLE 1. Bilinear regressions toward Mayr’s electrophilicity scale with highest coefficient of determination
values, depending on the nature of the used descriptors.
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μ
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( )

,ω
,ω f

(

)
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0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83

Min.
Pair
( )
μ ,f ( )
μ
,
μ ,μ
μ ,f ( )
μ ,

0.83
0.84

μ

μ

,
,f

(

)

R2
0.83
0.84
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0.84
0.85
0.85
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